CTK 3 Editorial Note

CTK 3 contains a long desired Interview with Pablo Oyarzún by Paula Órdenes, which has been preceded by the ones held with Mario Caimi, Claudio La Rocca and Claude Piché. Oyarzún is a prominent Kant scholar and has trained with success for years students in Kant scholarship in Chile. The fact that CTK is an electronic journal has eased to host twelve multilingual papers in the section Articles, five of them in English, three in Spanish, two in French, one in German and one in Italian. Yet the internationality of the authors of the essays is broader, since they come from Germany, Argentina, Brazil, France, India, Italy, Turkey and USA.

The current issue is not monographic, but next —to be launched at November 2016— will be devoted to Kant scholarship in Russia and East Europe. Only even issues will have this monographic character, since we would like to alternate in the “articles” section the publishing of miscellaneous papers and of groups of texts focusing on specific subjects and coordinated by an editor.

The Dossier —five papers— with the title “Kant and violence” has been coordinated by Efraín Lazos, member of the editorial team, while Pablo Muchnik, also member of our editorial team, coordinated the Discussion section (six papers), focusing on the empirical implications of Kant’s psychology.

It is our pleasure to present in this issue —in Kant’s Texts section— the translation of the Introduction of Kant’s unique lecture on natural right, Naturrecht Feyerabend, made by Macarena Marey and Nuria Sánchez Madrid, the last one executive secretary of the journal. Thus they share with CTK a key part of a translation work currently in progress, which will offer to the Spanish-speaker Kant scholarship the first Spanish translation of this Kant’s text. The section Documents contains the Spanish version that Silvia del Luján has prepared of the article of Markus Willaschek, Recht ohne Ethik?

The eleven Reviews (three in English, four in Spanish, three in Italian and one in Portuguese) offer a large panorama on recent Kant-related international publications, between them a tribute volume to Mario Caimi, the most recent publication of Onora O’Neill and a monography of Michael Friedman that recently deserved the Fernando Gil award in Portugal. The issue ends with the 2016 Newsletter, covering a large scope of Kant-related congresses, workshops and conferences, elaborated by CTK Newsletter editor, Ana-Carolina Gutiérrez Xivillé.
Furthermore, we will soon publish CTK E-Books, an editorial project that counts with an international Advisory Board. This project initially entails four collections, *Translatio Kantiana, Quaestiones Kantianas, Hermeneutica Kantiana* and *Dialectica Kantiana*, respectively directed by Roberto R. Aramayo, María Julia Bertomeu, Nuria Sánchez Madrid and Pablo Muchnik. The *Translatio Kantiana* Series seeks to make available to Kant scholars and PhD students commented translations of different Kant’s Writings into Spanish, German, English, French, Italian and Portuguese. *Quaestiones Kantianas* aims at retrieving classical interpretative essays focusing on different features of Kant’s thought and work, in their original language or translated for broadening the scope of some of these essays. *Hermeneutica Kantiana* Series seeks proposals that will bring to a multilingual audience interpreting essays regarding all areas of Kant’s critical thought. *Dialectica Kantiana* Series enhances discussing essays of the Kantian legacy, gathered in collective volumes, focusing on subjects tackling key ethical, political and social challenges that may help us to better assess the problems of our present time. All collections will accept manuscripts in the six languages accepted by the CTK.

This editorial project is open to co-edition formulas with university publishing houses and other publishers that could allow printing some titles, without renouncing to the open access of all published volumes. All in all, CTK E-Books will be a complement of the editorial work carried out by CTK near to the function that KS Ergänzungshefte fulfill in *Kant-Studien*. Anyway, this project will only be feasible thanks to the intellectual cooperation of contributors and collaborators.

Last but not least, CTK has recently boosted the workshop *Kant y sus clásicos*, held 26 and 27 May 2016 at the University of the Andes in Bogotá (Colombia), an idea launched by CTK editorial team as the first of a series of meetings expected to yield forthcoming Kant studies volumes. This kind of initiatives aiming at enhancing the analysis and discussion of Kant’s thinking has given final shape to a *Iberoamerican Kant Studies Network*, webbed by the efforts devoted to autonomous and spontaneous activities run by international Kant scholars. We are very glad to announce the birth of this Kantian Network with the contents of CTK new issue.
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